Large estragole fluxes from oil palms in Borneo
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Abstract. During two field campaigns (OP3 and ACES), which ran in Borneo in 2008, we measured large emissions of estragole (methyl chavicol; IUPAC systematic name 1-allyl-4-methoxybenzene; CAS number 140-67-0) in ambient air above oil palm canopies (0.81 mg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\) and 3.2 ppbv for mean midday fluxes and mixing ratios respectively) and subsequently from flower enclosures. However, we did not detect this compound at a nearby rainforest. Estragole is a known attractant of the African oil palm weevil (Elaeidobius kamerunicus), which pollinates oil palms (Elaeis guineensis). There has been recent interest in the biogenic emissions of estragole but it is normally not included in atmospheric models of biogenic emissions and atmospheric chemistry despite its relatively high potential for secondary organic aerosol formation from photooxidation and high reactivity with OH radical. We report the first direct canopy-scale measurements of estragole fluxes from tropical oil palms by the virtual disjunct eddy covariance technique and compare them with previously reported data for estragole emissions from Ponderosa pine. Flowers, rather than leaves, appear to be the main source of estragole from oil palms; we derive a global estimate of estragole emissions from oil palm plantations of \(\sim 0.5\) Tg \(y^{-1}\). The observed ecosystem mean fluxes (0.44 mg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\)) and mean ambient volume mixing ratios (3.0 ppbv) of estragole are the highest reported so far. The value for midday mixing ratios is not much different from the total average as, unlike other VOCs (e.g. isoprene), the main peak occurred in the evening rather than in the middle of the day. Despite this, we show that the estragole flux can be parameterised using a modified G06 algorithm for emission. However, the model underestimates the afternoon peak even though a similar approach works well for isoprene. Our measurements suggest that this biogenic compound may have an impact on regional atmospheric chemistry that previously has not been accounted for in models and could become more important in the future due to expansion of the areas of oil palm plantation.

1 Introduction

Estragole or 1-allyl-4-methoxybenzene (AMOB) is an oxygenated volatile organic compound (OVOC) with molecular weight of 148 and a boiling point of 216\(^{\circ}\)C at atmospheric pressure, and therefore should be regarded as a semi-volatile organic compound. Although it is a C-10
compound (C_{10}H_{12}O) it is not classified as terpenoid because it is produced by the phenylpropanoid pathway rather than a terpenoid pathway. It has many synonyms, of which the most commonly used after estragole are methyl chavicol, p-allylanisole, isoanethole, chavicyl methyl ether or 1-methoxy-4-prop-2-enylbenzene. Estragole is the original name attributed to the compound and it is used throughout this article. It derives from "estragon", the French and German word for tarragon (Artemesia dracunculus), a herb to which it gives its anis-like odour.

Even though estragole was reported to be a major component of ponderosa pine emissions almost 30 years ago (Altschuller, 1983), the growing interest in this compound in the atmospheric science community has been relatively recent. The interest follows analytical improvements over the last decade which have extended biogenic emission studies to a wider variety of compounds, including estragole. Bouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) recently reported measurements of estragole emissions and ambient concentrations from ponderosa pine trees and highlighted the importance this compound might have for atmospheric chemistry. Lee et al. (2006b) found that the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) yield from full photochemical oxidation of this compound was the highest of all oxygenated terpenes (40%) and also that it was significantly higher than the SOA yield from its ozonolysis (6%) (Lee et al., 2006a). Emissions of estragole from oil palms have not yet been quantified even though, as shown later, they exceed many times those reported from other species, and thus their contribution to regional photochemistry is likely to be considerable. Estragole, like many other BVOCs, is suspected to be harmful to human health at high concentrations (EPA, 2002).

The area of oil palm (Arecaceae Elaeis) plantations is rapidly expanding in South East Asia, in order to meet the global demand for palm oil. Globally the land area of oil palm plantations is estimated at 13.9 million hectares, where the majority (60%) is concentrated in Malaysia (3.8 Mha) and Indonesia (4.6 Mha) (FAO, 2009). The oil palm cultivated there is usually a high yielding cross between dura and pisifera forms of Elaeis guineensis Jacq., which is native to tropical Africa, or hybrids of E. guineensis with E. olifera, which is native to Latin America. Plantation area has increased in Malaysia from 55 000 hectares in 1960, to half a million in 1975, and a million hectares were under cultivation in 1980 (Hartley, 1988). Nowadays the area is nearly 4 million ha.

It was originally thought that the oil palm is mainly wind pollinated, until Syed (1979) showed experimentally that the oil palm is mainly insect pollinated. Estragole is the known attractant for the weevil (Elaeidobius kameroenicus Faust) which is the specific pollinator of Elaeis guineensis flowers. E. guineensis is monoeocious containing both female and male flowers on one tree which open at different times and which are pollinated all year round (Henderson, 1986; Syed, 1979; Tandon et al., 2001). This weevil responds specifically to estragole and not its derivatives, as was experimentally shown by Hussein et al. (1989). It is not native to Borneo but was introduced from Cameroon in 1981 for the purpose of improving pollination and increasing crop yields (Hartley, 1988). The specificity of the pollinator and lack of predators led to a great success for the palm oil industry, saving tens of million pounds on hand pollination (Hussein et al., 1991). Estragole emissions are therefore of great importance to the oil palm industry.

The lifetime of estragole in the atmosphere has been estimated for temperate latitudes by Bouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) as 55 min and 18 h for reaction with OH and O_3, respectively, suggesting that this compound can have an impact on regional photochemistry. Estragole oxidation is not included in the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM)\(^1\), nor are any other aromatic species with methoxy or 2-propenyl substituents. The reactivity of estragole to OH might be expected to be similar to that of methoxybenzene, or the methoxy-substituted aromatic ring (∼3 × 10^{-11} cm^3 molecule^{-1} s^{-1}), with the side chain reacting similarly to a terminal alkene (M. E. Jenkin, personal communication, 2009). Recently, Bouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) reported two consistent estimates for k_{OH} of 5.7 × 10^{-11} cm^3 molecule^{-1} s^{-1} from ozonolysis studies performed by Lee et al. (2006a, b) and 5.4 × 10^{-11} cm^3 molecule^{-1} s^{-1} derived using the Environmental Protection Agency’s Estimation Program Interface Suite (EPA, 2000). These are similar to the k_{OH} value for 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (MBO). The same authors also estimated rate coefficients for the reaction of estragole with ozone (k_{O_3}) of 1.4 × 10^{-17} cm^3 molecule^{-1} s^{-1} and 1.2 × 10^{-17} cm^3 molecule^{-1} s^{-1}, respectively, using the same experimental and modelling approaches. It would be anticipated that the initial stages of estragole degradation are efficient at generating ozone, since 1-alkenes typically have photochemical ozone creation potentials (POCP) of around 100. On the other hand, if degradation leads to compounds of structures similar to benzaldehyde or nitrophenols, then the impact on ozone formation will be near zero or negative since these compounds lead to near-irreversible sequestration of NO_x and organic material into species which deposit efficiently or are incorporated into aerosol. But in that case, estragole would be expected to act as an efficient SOA precursor. In both instances estragole oxidation will likely have an impact on regional photochemistry.

In May and June 2008 measurements of VOC fluxes by virtual disjunct eddy covariance (continuous flow disjunct) were made using proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS), and were supplemented by GC-MS study (leaf level and ambient) at an oil palm plantation in Sabah, Borneo (Misztal et al., 2010). Estragole was the second most abundant BVOC (after isoprene) at the plantation and the

\(^1\)http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/
observed concentration and fluxes are the highest reported so far from vegetation.

2 Methods

2.1 Site and setup

The experiment site was a flat 33 ha commercial oil palm plantation located at 5°14′52.67 (N) latitude and 118°27′14.96 (E) longitude within a much larger oil palm area belonging to the Sabahmas Oil Palm Plantation owned by Wilmar International Ltd. (Fig. 1). This location is 28 km NE of Lahad Datu in the Malaysian province of Sabah in NE Borneo. The palms were 12 year old E. guineensis × E. oleifera hybrids of the progeny “Gutherie”, with an average height of 12 m and a single-sided leaf area index (LAI) of about 6, planted at a commercial density of 124 trees per ha. The suite of atmospheric measurements at this site and a rainforest site during the OP3 and ACES measurement campaigns is summarised in the introductory paper of this issue (Hewitt et al., 2010).

2.2 Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS)

A Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) was employed to monitor the VOC concentrations and eddy fluxes of various compounds including estragole. The PTR-MS instrument was a high sensitivity model (Ionicon Innsbruck, Austria, s/n: 04-03) incorporating an additional turbopump for the detection chamber and Teflon instead of Viton rings in the drift tube. In addition in our instrument the Pfeiffer turbopumps have been replaced by their Varian analogues. Operational details have been described elsewhere (e.g. de Gouw et al., 2003; Lindinger et al., 1998), and very recently the PTR-MS technique has been reviewed by Blake et al. (2009), hence only a brief description is presented here. The VOCs under study, whose proton affinities exceed that of water, are soft-ionised in a drift tube by collision with hydronium ions, formed in the hollow cathode of the ion source. The products of the proton transfer reactions are either protonated compounds or their protonated fragments or clusters. The magnitude of fragmentation/clustering can be optimised by adjusting the electric field \((E)\) and the buffer gas number density \((N)\) in the drift tube, so that the \(E/N\) ratio is most commonly in the range of 120–140 Td \((1 \text{Td}=10^{-17} \text{V cm}^2)\). The relative abundance of the product cations, separated by the quadrupole mass filter, can be derived from the number of pulses counted by the Secondary Electron Multiplier (SEM) during a given dwell time. During the PTR-MS measurements at the plantation the \(E/N\) ratio was kept constant at 140 Td by adjusting drift tube parameters of pressure to 160 Pa, temperature to 45 °C and the drift voltage to 485 V. The sampling inlet and the 20 Hz sonic anemometer (Solent R3, Gill Instruments) were placed above the canopy at about 15 m. A 20 m PTFE sampling line \((1/4′′ \text{OD, } 3/16′′ \text{ID})\) was used to draw a flow rate of 35 L min\(^{-1}\) past the instrument, which sub-sampled at a flow rate of 400 mL min\(^{-1}\). The instrument and PTFE tubing were protected against water condensation by heating above the ambient temperature (approx. 50 °C) using a heating tape (Omega, UK type SRF3-2C self regulating heat cable). In order to get absolute volume mixing ratios, either calibration with an external standard is required, or less precise calculation can be made based on the calibrated transmission of the instrument and the proton transfer reaction rate of estragole. As no estragole calibration standard was available for PTR-MS at the site, the instrument was calibrated against several other VOCs (i.e. methanol, acetonitrile, acetone, acetaldehyde, isoprene, a monoterpene: d-limonene) and then the relative transmission curve was obtained to yield an empirical calibration coefficient for estragole (method described by Taipale et al., 2008). We checked the validity of this approach by comparison with a vapourised estragole standard (98%; Sigma Aldrich) and the results were well within
30% of the values obtained from the relative transmission approach used in the field. The biggest advantage of PTR-MS is the high frequency of data acquisition, which makes it suitable for use in micrometeorological flux measurement techniques such as eddy covariance (EC). Here, data were processed according to the virtual disjoint eddy covariance concept (Karl et al., 2002; Rinne et al., 2001), where for each m/z of interest the PTR-MS makes a measurement which is sufficiently fast (as determined by the dwell and instrument response time), but discontinuous (while the PTR-MS scans the other m/z of interest), thus providing fewer data points than continuous EC. For the flux mode the instrument was running in the multiple ion detection (MID) for 25 min every hour cycling through 13 m/z channels including estragole and remaining 10 VOC-related protonated masses analysed at 0.5 s dwell time each, whereas a shorter 0.2 s dwell time was used for the hydronium (H$_3^+$) ions measured at m/z 21 and water clusters (H$_2$O)$_n$H$_3^+$ measured at m/z 37. This corresponded to a cycle length of 7 s with 210 PTR-MS and 30 000 wind rows in 25 min. The effective time lag associated with the residence time in the tubing was calculated from the cross-correlation between vertical wind speed and the VOC mixing ratio as a function of lag time (Davison et al., 2009; Langford et al., 2009; Rinne et al., 2007; Spirig et al., 2005). If no detectable peak was present in the covariance function, or if it was smaller than the detection limit derived by multiplying the standard deviation of the noise over 180 s by 1.5, or if the lag time was not stable during an averaging period (25 min), then the flux data point was discarded. In addition, the data were filtered for stationarity using the criterion of Foken and Wichura (1996), for low friction velocity ($u_* < 0.15$ m s$^{-1}$), and for rain events. More than one fifth of the data for estragole flux passed all these validation criteria. In order to assess the likely impact on the representativeness of the time series which followed the rejections, the volume mixing ratio (VMR) data corresponding to rejected flux periods was compared with the full VMR time series. Although their diurnal average pattern became noisier as a result of those rejections (as later shown in Fig. 5), the total average VMR did not change by more than 0.1%.

Estragole is detected at m/z 149 in PTR-MS as the protonated molecular ion. It was measured for the first time with PTR-MS in ambient air by Holzinger et al. (2005). This compound is relatively resistant to fragmentation at typical working conditions, with only small fragmentation to m/z 121, and thus PTR-MS can be used reliably for monitoring its concentrations and fluxes. There are only a few known minor contributions to m/z 149 from other compounds that have been reported so far, of which the most significant are from sesquiterpenes (Bouvier-Brown et al., 2007; Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009b; Helmig et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009). When the volume mixing ratio of sesquiterpenes relative to estragole is very low, one can assume these contributions to be insignificant. In addition, a GC-MS was used to check the ambient air for any interference with the m/z 149 signal. Fluxes of other compounds measured with the PTR-MS at the oil palm plantation included isoprene, total monoterpenes and methanol. These results are presented in a separate paper (Misztal et al., 2010).

### 2.3 Gas chromatography (GC-MS)

#### 2.3.1 Leaf cuvette sampling method

Two types of leaf cuvette were used for sampling VOC emissions, an ADC LCpro (ADC Bioscientific Ltd. UK), and a Li-Cor Li-6400 (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). Both types of cuvette are portable photosynthesis systems, measuring water vapour (H$_2$O) and carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) exchange across the leaf surfaces with infrared gas analyzers (IRGAs) and allowing control of photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), leaf and air temperature, humidity, CO$_2$ concentration, and airflow rate. They were adapted for sampling VOC emissions by introducing a sampling port in the gas line exiting the cuvette.

Before each measurement campaign, the leaf cuvettes had been serviced and checked, and were in optimal working order. A charcoal filter was fitted to the inflow of the leaf cuvettes to remove ambient BVOCs and ozone. This had the effect of elevating the ambient CO$_2$ concentrations by about 50 ppm on average in the LCpro, but this was fairly consistent for all emission samples. While this is a little higher than the average ambient [CO$_2$], there are several reports of high [CO$_2$] between 1 and 5 m from a tropical forest floor during the morning and later in the afternoon (e.g. Buchmann et al., 1997; Culf et al., 1999). Rosenstiel et al. (2003) found that increasing CO$_2$ concentrations reduces canopy isoprene emission and decouples isoprene emissions from photosynthesis; however, they worked with concentrations of 800 and 1200 ppm, which is far higher than the concentrations the sampled leaves experienced in the investigation reported here (400 ppm). Using a charcoal trap to clean inflowing air would result in upper-limit emission measurements because purified air would lead to a higher concentration gradient of emitted compound than between leaf air space and ambient air.

Inter-comparison experiments performed during previous studies showed that BVOC emissions measured using the ADC LCpro cuvette system were similar to those measured using the Li-COR system (Geron et al., 2006). The leaf cuvettes were installed on a leaf and left to equilibrate for 45 min before VOC samples were taken. Flow rate through the ADC LCpro was 300 mL min$^{-1}$, and 500 mL min$^{-1}$ through the Li-COR. Sampled leaf areas in the ADC LCpro and Li-COR were 6.25 cm$^2$ and 6 cm$^2$, respectively. Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) in the leaf cuvettes was set at an optimum (i.e. 500 µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for plants under the canopy; 1000 µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for plants that are exposed to sunlight). Carbon dioxide and humidity were both set to
ambient conditions to simulate the plant’s actual field condition. Leaf temperature was set at 30 °C or slightly higher to minimise condensation in the cuvettes.

Samples were analyzed by three independent methods including an in-situ portable GC-MS, collection in stainless steel canisters transported to laboratory for analysis, and collection on solid adsorbent cartridges transported to laboratory for analysis. Sample cartridges were filled with 100 mg Carbotrap and 200 mg Tenax and conditioned for 15 min at 300 °C in a flow of helium. Cartridges prepared in this way have been used in our laboratory for many years, and are always very consistent in their adsorbent properties. A cartridge was fitted to the cuvette outlet port, and air from the cuvette drawn through it at 100–120 mL min⁻¹ using an SFK mass flow controlled pocket sampling pump. This range of flow rates ensured that only cuvette air was sampled, and was not contaminated with outside air. Samples were taken for 10–20 min, and the cartridges were stored in a refrigerator until returned to CEH, Edinburgh, UK, for analysis using gas chromatography with mass selective detection (GC-MS).

In a previous study using the same sampling and analytical system, changes in sample compound content were assessed during storage and transport. Overall, there was between 0.1% and 10.4% more of each compound in the transported standard tubes compared with freshly injected standards, but differences were not significant, due to variability in different batches of diluted standards (Wang et al., 2007). In addition, a sample was taken from an empty leaf cuvette each day to give a blank value which was subtracted from emission samples.

2.3.2 GC-MS analysis

Leaf samples were analysed using a GC-MS system. A thermal desorption autosampler (Perkin-Elmer ATD 400) was connected via a heated (200 °C) transfer line to a Hewlett-Packard 5890 GC with a 5970 mass-selective detector.

Compounds were desorbed at 280 °C for 5 min at 25 mL min⁻¹ onto a Tenax-TA cold trap maintained at −30 °C. Secondary desorption was at 300 °C for 6 min onto the GC column. Separation of the compounds was achieved using an Ultra-2 column, Agilent Technologies (50 m × 0.2 mm ID × 0.11 µm film, 5% phenyImethyl silica). The initial oven temperature of 35 °C was maintained for 2 min, then increased at 4 °C min⁻¹ to 160 °C followed by an increase of 45 °C min⁻¹ to 300 °C which was maintained for 10 min. The carrier gas was helium at ~1 mL min⁻¹, the injector temperature was 250 °C. For this system, the limit of detection for isoprene and monoterpenes was approximately 0.25 ng on column, whereas for sesquiterpenes it was 2 ng on column. This corresponded to 100 pptv of isoprene, 50 pptv of monoterpenes, and to 400 pptv of sesquiterpenes in a 1 L sample. The level of analytical precision was around 6.5% for isoprene, 5% for monoterpenes and 10% for sesquiterpenes.

Monoterpene and estragole quantification was by comparison with commercially available liquid standards (Aldrich, Fluka and Sigma) appropriately diluted in methanol solution before injecting on column, and isoprene quantification by comparison with a 1 ppmV in N₂ certified gas standard (Air Products UK). Chemstation for Microsoft Windows was used to handle chromatographic data. Identification was achieved by comparison of retention times and mass spectra of authentic standards. Samples were analysed in “scan” mode, but subsequent quantification was achieved by standard calibration and integration of selected ion spectra for isoprene (m/z 67) and monoterpenes (m/z 93). Ions for identification of estragole were at m/z 148, 147, 77, 121, and 117 and the estragole peak appeared at retention time 28.15 min, confirmed by comparison with library spectra.

Ambient air and enclosure samples were also analyzed in situ with a portable gas chromatograph with a mass spectrometer (Hapsite Smart, Inficon, East Syracuse NY) using a 30 m × 0.32 mm ID × 1 µm film DB-1 column, temperature programmed with an initial 2 min hold at 40 °C followed by a 15 °C min⁻¹ ramp to 80 °C followed by a 3 °C min⁻¹ ramp to 110 °C followed by a 9 °C min⁻¹ ramp to 200 °C with a final 6 min hold. VOCs were quantified with respect to an internal standard referenced to NIST traceable standards.

2.3.3 Flower enclosures

Male and female inflorescences were enclosed using wide transparent Teflon bags (80 L), which were open at both ends. The bags were secured gently around the base of the inflorescence with a cable tie. The other end of the Teflon bag was also closed with a cable tie around the whole inflorescence, leaving enough of a gap to insert a stainless steel sample tube (6 mm OD) filled with Tenax and Carbotrap (as above). The system was static, and after installation, was left for an hour to allow any compounds emitted from the flowers to accumulate inside the Teflon enclosure. A sample tube was then inserted into the small gap left at the closed end. The sample tube was attached to a pump and sampled at a rate of 150 mL min⁻¹ for 15 min, giving a total sample volume of 2.25 L. During sampling it was inevitable that air flowed into the Teflon enclosure from outside via the gap around the base of the inflorescence, but the total bag volume was ~40 L, so the dilution effect would have been at most ~30%.

2.4 Aerosol mass spectrometer

An Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) was used to monitor the composition of non-refractory sub-micron PM at the oil palm plantation. The HR-ToF-AMS has been described in detail in DiCarlo et al. (2006) and is a further development of the original Aerodyne quadrupole aerosol mass spectrometer (Jayne et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2003). The ambient air was sampled down a 15 m 1/4″ stainless steel inlet tube and
sub-sampled by the AMS via a Nafion drier. The inlet was situated next to the sonic anemometer just above the oil palm canopy co-located with the PTR-MS. The AMS uses an aerodynamic lens in a differentially-pumped vacuum chamber to enhance the aerosol mass over the gas in the sample. The aerosol was vapourised at 600°C and extracted into the ToF mass spectrometer.

The instrument was operated in the general alternation mode, switching between the MS/ToF mode and the high resolution MS modes every 5 min every other half hour. The remaining half hour was used for eddy-covariance flux measurements not presented in this paper. The data analysis was performed using SQUIRREL, the standard ToF-AMS analysis suite developed by the Universities of Manchester and Colorado and Aerodyne Research and hosted electronically at the University of Colorado at Boulder.

Here only parts of the dataset are used, with a more detailed analysis of the aerosol composition and fluxes provided by Nemitz et al. (2010).

### 2.5 Parameterisations for estragole emission

There are many algorithms for modelling foliar emissions of BVOCs, some of which have been incorporated into models such as MEGAN (Guenther et al., 2006). The potential importance of floral emissions for atmospheric chemistry was recognized by Arey et al. (1991) who report finalool concentrations in an orange tree plantation that are of a similar magnitude to the estragole concentrations observed in this study. However, floral emissions have not been included as a component of regional biogenic emission models due to both the limited quantitative emission rate data and the lack of suitable driving parameters. As a result, it is not known what contribution they make to canopy emission. However, oil palms occupy a large land area, and as we show, the contribution of estragole emissions to total BVOCs can be very high. The actual estragole release and its magnitude are likely to depend on the shedding of leaves. Here it is important to use the former in the parameterisations.

Canopy temperature ($T_c$), as estimated from the resistance approach (Eq. 1), was generally higher by approximately 2°C during midday and lower by 0.2°C during the night than $T_a$ (the ambient temperature at the 15 m sensor height).

$$T_c = T(z_c) = T_d(z_m) + \frac{H(R_a(z_m) + R_b)}{\rho c_p}$$ (1)

Here $H$ is the sensible heat flux, $R_a(z_m)$ is the aerodynamic resistance, $R_b$ is the laminar boundary layer resistance close to the surface of the leaves, $\rho$ is air density, and $c_p$ is the specific heat of air.

Since estragole may also exhibit occasional deposition, for the highest accuracy atmospheric models would either need to consider this as a loss of part of the emission flux by including this compound in deposition models. The available data for validated measured deposition are insufficient for the implementation of the canopy resistance analogy (Nemitz et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 1995), in which the overall modelled flux is represented as:

$$F_{net} = F^+ - V_d(z) \chi(z_m)$$ (2)

where $F_{net}$ is the net flux above the canopy, $F^+$ is the parameterised emission from the vegetation, $V_d(z)$ is the parameterised deposition velocity, and $\chi(z_m)$ is the concentration measured. For this modelling exercise we limit the investigation only to modelling emission flux ($F^+$) (Eq. 3) and we neglect deposition ($-V_d(z) \chi(z_m)$), which is likely to be minor in relation to the emission of estragole.

$$F^+ = \text{BER}_c \cdot \gamma_T \cdot \gamma_P$$ (3)

BER$_c$ is the canopy-derived basal emission rate (for standard conditions) which can be obtained from Eq. (3) by substituting $F^+$ with the eddy covariance flux above the canopy (filtered to exclude deposition periods), $\gamma_T$ and $\gamma_P$ are the temperature and PAR activity factors, respectively, compensating for changes in emission due to deviations from standard conditions:

$$\gamma_P = C_P \left( \frac{(\alpha \cdot \text{PAR})}{(\sqrt{1 + \alpha^2 \cdot \text{PAR}^2})} \right)$$ (4)

$$\gamma_T = E_{\text{opt}} \cdot \exp \left[ \frac{C_{T1} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{T_{\text{opt}}} - \frac{1}{T} \right)}{1 - \exp \left( \frac{C_{T2} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{T_{\text{opt}}} - \frac{1}{T} \right)}{1.093831} \right)} \right]$$ (5)

where $C_P$, $\alpha$, $E_{\text{opt}}$, and $T_{\text{opt}}$ can be expanded further:

$$\alpha = b_1 - b_2 \ln(P_{2400})$$ (6)

$$C_P = b_3 \cdot \exp \left[ b_2 \cdot (P_{240} - P_0) \cdot (P_{240})^{0.6} \right]$$ (7)

$$T_{\text{opt}} = T_0 + [b_4 \cdot (T_{240} - 297)]$$ (8)

$$E_{\text{opt}} = b_5 \cdot \exp \left[ b_6 \cdot (T_{240} - 297) \right] \cdot \exp \left[ b_6 \cdot (T_{240} - 297) \right]$$ (9)

In the above equations PAR and $T$ are photosynthetically active radiation (µmol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$) and leaf temperature (K), respectively. The latter was approximated by deriving $T_c$ (Eq. 1).

In the formalism of the G06 algorithm (Guenther et al., 2006), $F^+$ (Eq. 3) is a function of the lag-adjusted ambient temperature ($T$) and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). The G06 algorithm is an advanced emission model simulating direct canopy scale emission (mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$) rather than the emission per dry leaf mass, as it has an integrated canopy environmental model. The G06 algorithm for isoprene is essentially similar to the earlier Guenther algorithms.

---

2http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/ToFAMSRessources/ToFSoftware/index.html
(Guenther et al., 1993, 1995, 1999), except that many empirical parameters, which used to have prescribed constant values (e.g. $C_P$, $\alpha$, $E_{\text{opt}}$ and $T_{\text{opt}}$) have been expanded to contain more parameters specific to the simulation of variations in isoprene emission in response to previous PAR and temperature history, which is related to the changes in enzyme-driven substrate synthesis for isoprene and phosphorylation dependent on ATP availability. The actual parameters in the original model derive from a number of measurements, where isoprene light and temperature responses as affected by many factors (PAR and temperature history, response to CO$_2$ or ozone, and enzymatic kinetics) were studied (e.g. Geron et al., 2000; Hanson and Sharkey, 2001; Monson et al., 1994; Petron et al., 2001; Sharkey et al., 1999). Because of such diversity in empirical parameters this algorithm has many degrees of freedom, which was one of the reasons for its choice for fitting the measured estragole canopy flux. Since no light and temperature responses to estragole floral emissions are available, the parameters were constrained to a restricted range, so the fitted values of these parameters should be treated with caution in inferring any physiological significance.

Although the formalism of the Guenther et al. (2006) approach has been adopted, the fitted empirical constants were derived from the measurement data for estragole eddy covariance fluxes at the site. The Eqs. (3–9) were merged into one large equation and overall 10 empirical constants were optimised using the estragole flux data in order to achieve the best fit. The comparison between original and modified parameters is given in Table 3.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Estragole mixing ratios

3.1.1 Specificity for oil palm and screening for anisoles

Estragole, being p-allyl-anisole, belongs to the family of anisole compounds whose structure includes a methoxy group attached to a benzene ring. Emission of aromatic compounds, not from anthropogenic sources but from vegetation, is very interesting from a biochemical point of view, but there are very few published data. Toluene is an example of a typical anthropogenic compound which can be emitted by some plants (Heiden et al., 1999; White et al., 2009). During measurements in Borneo, estragole was only found at the oil palm plantation, and it was not detected either above a rainforest canopy or in the screening of individual tree foliage in the rainforest. In fact, in the rainforest, anisole and many of its derivatives (e.g. p-vinyl-anisole, p-ethyl-anisole, p-ethylene-anisole) were detected lower in the canopy by PTR-MS, but not p-allyl-anisole (estragole), neither below nor above canopy.

By comparison, in the oil palm ambient air, estragole, but none of its derivatives, was the second most abundant measured VOC after isoprene. The chromatogram of oil palm ambient air (Fig. 2) reveals that the peak of estragole dominates the signal. The isoprene peak is not shown in this retention-time range. It is worth noting that the high abundance of estragole in the ambient air above the oil palm canopy was recorded by both PTR-MS and GC-MS, while the leaf-cuvette study detected only very small concentrations of estragole and in only a few percent of the samples, even using a measurement system that provides an upper estimate of emission fluxes (see Sect. 2.3.1). This clearly indicates that estragole is not primarily emitted by the fronds, but almost certainly is released by the flowers, which is not surprising, given its role in pollination. As leaf surfaces can adsorb and store significant amounts of deposited gases (Bin nie et al., 2002) it is likely that small emissions from fronds are secondary to previous deposition, which was quite frequent for this semi-volatile compound. Due to the fact that sampling was not directly from the flowers, one might argue about possible different sources (e.g. fruit, stems, etc.). Nevertheless, estragole has an intense aniseed scent and from observation of the weevil’s role in pollination it seems apparent that it is attracted to the flower (Mahbob, 2008). Neither fruit nor leaves had an obvious smell of aniseed. See Sect. 3.4 (below).

3.1.2 Diurnal cycles

Results from the leaf emission samples and random ambient air samples for analysis by GC-MS are presented in Table 1. The time series for estragole mixing ratios recorded by PTR-MS is shown in Fig. 3 and the diurnal average is presented in Fig. 4a in comparison with temperature and PAR. In addition, the box-and-whisker plot in Fig. 4b illustrates its day-to-day variability. The estragole diurnal cycles may provide information on feeding/pollinating times of the insect. Estragole mixing ratios moderately correlate with temperature corrected by a lag of $\sim$3.5 h, suggesting a short-term storage pool in the plant before release a few hours later. It is possible that estragole accumulates later in the evening in the collapsing boundary layer, but its flux is not picked up by the eddy covariance flux due to insufficient turbulence at those times.

The estragole mixing ratio from PTR-MS was moderately correlated with the 3.5 h lag-adjusted temperature ($r^2=0.4$) and the 4.5 h lag-adjusted PAR ($r^2=0.34$), but without a lag correction no correlations were found. This is different for the case of other VOCs (e.g. isoprene), whose responses to temperature (or PAR) were almost instantaneous. Based on the mass scan ($m/z$ 21–205) performed on the PTR-MS every hour the highest correlations between estragole normalised signal at $m/z$ 149 were found with $m/z$ 95 ($r^2=0.38$), $m/z$ 75 ($r^2=0.33$), $m/z$ 47 ($r^2=0.30$) and $m/z$ 121 ($r^2=0.24$), which could be due to internal fragmentation. There were also
Table 1. Comparison of estragole volume mixing ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site/date/source</th>
<th>PTR-MS (ambient 15 m)</th>
<th>GC-MS (flower enclosure)</th>
<th>GC-MS (ambient)</th>
<th>GC-MS (leaf)</th>
<th>PTR-MS/GC-MS/TAG (9.3 m above the ground)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm)/29-05-2008 – 11/06/2008 (this work)</td>
<td>3.0 ppbv(^a) (3.0 ppbv(^b))</td>
<td>1.2 ppb (morning 9:00 to 10:00)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.2 ppbv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0 ppb (early afternoon 12:00 to 14:00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8 ppb (late afternoon 14:00 to 16:00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm)/25-05-2008 (this work)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blodget Forest (ponderosa pine)/ (Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009a; Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009b)</td>
<td>few pptv – 0.5 ppbv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm)/15/5/2009 – 17/5/2009/this work</td>
<td>Female flowers (~0.26–1.39\ ppm(^c) (60 ppm(^d))</td>
<td>Male flowers (~150\ ppb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) mean over the measurement period \(N=537\) \(^b\) if only the VMR points corresponding to periods of validated flux were taken into account \(N = 109\), \(^c\) accumulated in the enclosure \(\sim 40\ L\) headspace; \(^d\) it might be possible that the tube touched the flower.

Fig. 2. Chromatogram of ambient air sampled within the oil palm canopy, showing a high abundance of estragole (p-allyl-anisole) but not of any of its derivatives. Oil palm plantation ambient air at ground level sampled on 25 May 2008. 15 m/z ions monitored.

weak correlations with some other m/z values representing biogenic compounds \(r^2 < 0.2\). The latter would be higher after applying the time lag of 3.5 h.

It is common for some fragmenting compounds (e.g. isoprene) to deviate from the relative transmission curve but it was assumed that fragmentation of estragole was not significant. The uncertainty of such an empirical sensitivity approach lies between the error of calibration with a standard (typically 5–10%) and the error of deriving the mixing ratios.
from drift tube reaction kinetics and proton transfer reaction rate constants (up to 100%) (e.g. Steinbacher et al., 2004) and was estimated at 30% by Taipale et al. (2008).

### 3.2 Estragole fluxes

Previous PTR-MS measurements over Ponderosa pines (*P. ponderosa*) showed concentrations of estragole to correlate closely with 2-methyl-3-butenol (MBO) (Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009a, b; Holzinger et al., 2005). However, MBO was not observed at the oil palm plantation, implying different biochemistries of conifer leaf and oil palm floral emissions. Therefore the method suggested by Bouvier-Brown et al. (2009a) for inferring estragole emissions from correlations with MBO is not applicable for oil palm. A comparison of fluxes reported from other environments is shown in Table 2. The observed fluxes above oil palms are the highest reported so far, and for the first time reported from tropical oil palms. The flux time series is presented in Fig. 5 in relation to canopy temperature ($T_c$), which is the most likely driver for estragole emission (or deposition). Estragole net emission can be decreased by periods of estragole deposition, which can be affected by delayed temperature response, and local gradients caused by possibly slightly different release times of particular inflorescences. Night time emission and deposition are uncertain as the flux was generally below the detection limit and the turbulence was insufficient (small $u^*$). However, the small estragole concentrations observed in the shallow night-time boundary layer confirm that night-time
Table 2. Comparison of estragole fluxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site/date /source</th>
<th>PTR-MS vDEC (ambient 15 m)</th>
<th>GC-MS (flowers)</th>
<th>GC-MS (fronds)</th>
<th>GC-FID and PTR-MS (branch level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm) / 29-05-2008 – 11/06/2008 (this work)</td>
<td>0.81 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>0.44 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>~1 µg g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm) / 25-05-2008 (this work)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$\textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blodget Forest (ponderosa pine) / (Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo (Oil palm)/ 15/52009 – 17/5/2009 (this work)</td>
<td>Female flowers</td>
<td>~0.2 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} mid-day mean 10:00–14:00 ($N = 26$); \textsuperscript{b} 24-h average of 12 days of validated flux ($N = 109$); \textsuperscript{c} converted from basal rate of 1.37 µmol m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ (Bouvier-Brown et al., 2009a); \textsuperscript{d} expected to be underestimated (explanation in Sect. 3.4); the value was estimated assuming 150 trees ha$^{-1}$ average global density although the actual density at the site was smaller (124 trees ha$^{-1}$).

Table 3. Comparison of empirical constants between G06 for isoprene and modified G06 for estragole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Type of activity factor</th>
<th>Original G06 for isoprene</th>
<th>Modified G06 for estragole</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{T1}$ (Eq. 5)</td>
<td>$\gamma_T$</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{T2}$ (Eq. 5)</td>
<td>$\gamma_T$</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$ (Eq. 6)</td>
<td>$\gamma_P$</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$ (Eqs. 6, 7)</td>
<td>$\gamma_P$</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_3$ (Eq. 7)</td>
<td>$\gamma_P$</td>
<td>0.0468</td>
<td>0.0453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_4$ (Eq. 8)</td>
<td>$\gamma_T$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_5$ (Eq. 9)</td>
<td>$\gamma_T$</td>
<td>2.034</td>
<td>1.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_6$ (Eq. 9)</td>
<td>$\gamma_P$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$ (Eq. 8)</td>
<td>$\gamma_T$</td>
<td>313 K</td>
<td>307 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$ (Eq. 7)</td>
<td>$\gamma_P$</td>
<td>200 µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (sun leaves)</td>
<td>200 µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50 µmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (shade leaves)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 emissions are very small. The highest fluxes were normally observed during the middle of the day, peaking at approximately 2 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$. There were also periods of apparent deposition for estragole, which is, however, less certain being often at the edge of the rejection thresholds and could be driven by varying gradients caused by different opening times of male and female flowers. On the averaged diurnal graph (Fig. 6a) one can see the estragole flux in comparison with $T_c$ and PAR (on the colour scale). Although in the mixing ratios there was a delayed correlation observed with temperature, it seems that there is not a large shift in the flux compared with the $T_c$ but the afternoon peak is disproportionately higher in relation to $T_c$ and PAR. This is because most of the flux is transported by turbulent eddies, and thus as soon as mixing within the PBL decreases it appears that there is an accumulation of estragole, which slowly decays overnight. However, also because of the laminar conditions it is possible that the true flux at night time might not be captured by eddy covariance. It would be interesting to study if estragole can be taken up by palms during the night, whether it can penetrate into the soil, and to better understand its ventilation and chemistry at night. The Box-and-Whisker plot in Fig. 6b shows high day-to-day variability, probably due to periods of deposition but also because the strength of the particular flower sources operating in a 5 day pollination cycle (Syed, 1979) can be varied as more flowers on the spikelets/inflorescences are becoming active/inactive.
3.3 Contribution of estragole from oil palms to global emissions

The 24-h average canopy flux of estragole for the period 29 May–11 June 2008 (12 days of measurement) including both emission and deposition was 0.44 mg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\). Given the total area of oil palm plantations worldwide of 13.9 million hectares (FAO, 2009) and assuming that this net flux is representative for the annual average (oil palms produce flowers and fruit all year) this average flux would yield 535 Gg (10\(^9\) g) of globally emitted estragole per year, with the regional 60% contribution for Indonesia and Malaysia of 321 Gg y\(^{-1}\). This is a very large flux in terms of regional contribution, and probably the highest global floral emission source, which is however three orders of magnitude lower than estimates of global isoprene emission.

3.4 Investigating emissions of estragole from male and female inflorescences of oil palm

A semi-quantitative approach was used to confirm that oil palm flowers are indeed the source of estragole in the atmosphere above oil palm plantations. Six different inflorescences which were typical in appearance and health (based on visual inspection) were randomly selected for enclosures within a commercial oil palm plantation. Three inflorescences were male, and three were female.

Female inflorescences yielded estragole concentrations in the sample tubes ranging from 0.31 to 1.69 µg L\(^{-1}\) taking account of the approximate 50% free air-space in the 80-litre bag, which accumulated in the static enclosure over the sampling periods. This corresponds to an accumulated concentration over an hour ranging from \(\sim 0.26\) to 1.39 ppm. Concentrations were higher in the morning than later in the day. However, the third female inflorescence gave sample concentrations which were in excess of 77 µg L\(^{-1}\) in the morning (\(\sim 60\) ppm). It is possible that the sample tubes for this female flower actually touched the source of estragole in the inflorescence, and contaminated the steel case. In contrast, male inflorescences gave lower concentrations in the sample tubes ranging from 0.02 to 0.18 µg L\(^{-1}\) (up to \(\sim 0.15\) ppm). Concentrations tended to be higher in the middle part of the day. Generally, male and female inflorescences weigh about 0.5 kg and 1 kg, respectively. Therefore differences in mass do not entirely account for the different concentrations found in samples from male and female inflorescences. Because the concentrations in some of the samples saturated the GC-MS detector, it is likely that the true concentrations are underestimated by an unknown factor.

The concentrations of estragole were assumed to accumulate over the sampling period, and therefore an approximate emission rate from each inflorescence could be estimated simply by dividing the concentration (µg L\(^{-1}\)) by time (h) to give emission rates expressed as (µg estragole inflorescence\(^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\)). It is recognised that size of inflorescence varies, and at best, these estimates are semi-quantitative with the aim of showing that oil palm flowers were a significant source of estragole. Consequently, although it is not possible to report accurate quantitative fluxes of estragole from oil palm flowers, if an average of 15 female inflorescences per tree is assumed, and a global planting density of 150 trees ha\(^{-1}\), one derives a semi-quantitative estimate of up to 0.2 mg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\) emission of estragole from female flowers. The actual density of palms at the measurement site was 124 trees ha\(^{-1}\), so lower than recommended by FAO. The flux upscaled from enclosures is approximately half of the total-flux value derived from the PTR-MS (0.44 mg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\)). This could be explained by the different sampling period, underestimation of flux from GC cartridges due to detector saturation (see above) or enclosure sampling losses. However, this confirms that oil palm flowers are the most likely source of the estragole in the atmosphere.
above oil palm plantations, although the possibility of another source within the plantation biota cannot be excluded.

3.5 Estragole partitioning in the aerosol phase

Estragole has a relatively high aerosol partition coefficient, log $K_{oa}$ octanol-air partition coefficient of 5.194, as estimated by KOAWIN™ v1.10 (EPA, 2007), and in certain conditions can partition into the aerosol phase. To evaluate whether estragole could be detected with the HR-ToF-AMS, nebulised estragole was sampled into the instrument under laboratory conditions, with the main peaks at m/z 53 (2), 70 (10), 77 (10), 91 (10), 115 (8) and 147 (6), selected as likely fragments for estragole aerosol. In brackets are given relative percentages of the most dominant peak at m/z 15. This peak could be the methyl fragment disconnected from the chavicyl ether moiety, but it was not included in the list of potential estragole fragments due to expected contributions at this m/z from other compounds. Although, under field conditions, each of these peaks has contributions from many other compounds, an upper estimate of the aerosol estragole concentration can be obtained by summing the signals at these m/z. A ratio of the fragment sum for estragole and m/z 15 (0.46) was used to convert to the actual estragole concentrations (in µg m$^{-3}$) and thus potentially leading to an additional overestimation due to likely contributions from other sources at the plantation. For this reason, the absolute values for aerosol estragole should be treated as a total upper threshold of an estimate. In Fig. 7 the comparison between this upper estimate of estragole in the aerosol phase and the PTR-MS gas-phase measurement is presented. The morning peak, related to a rise in aerosol fraction, can be seen on particular days by AMS and the late peak is generally dominated by PTR-MS. Overall, the gas phase concentration exceeds the potential aerosol mass by a factor of $1 \times 10^3$ to $1 \times 10^4$, which cannot be determined more accurately from the available data.

3.6 Parameterisations for estragole flux

It is worth noting the uniqueness of estragole emissions, for example in comparison with isoprene, which was the most abundant BVOC at the plantation and whose response to temperature and PAR was instantaneous rather than delayed. In Fig. 8 the ratio of estragole to isoprene flux is presented on a diurnal graph, which shows the dominance of isoprene emissions during midday, whereas estragole flux takes over after about 15:30 h. This skewness of estragole emission response to PAR and temperature towards later in the day placed severe constraints on the parameterisation using empirical method such as the G06 algorithm. The modelled emission is compared with the measured flux in Fig. 9. The modelled flux was derived as described in Sect. 2.5 with the fitted parameters given in Table 3. As the measured canopy flux is the net eddy covariance flux, a part of this predominantly positive (upward) flux may be lost in deposition. In the case of estragole some deposition can be expected due to the nature of the molecule, its lifetime, and because of several validated deposition points from a larger pool of the points that did not pass the quality criteria (for example night time or rain episodes). Detailed modelling would require the deposition term or loss-in-emission term to be included in the model so that the net flux escaping the canopy is appropriately represented. A first attempt was made to estimate the actual total loss in emission by inclusion of a deposition term following the resistance approach of Eq. (2), which was fitted to the available deposition data (not shown). The deposition component was relatively small (16.5% of the total flux) and is subject to large uncertainties mainly related to the small number of validated deposition points used in deriving mean $R_e$ and our lack of mechanistic understanding of
the deposition pathways.

The overall average of the total flux predicted by the emission-only model amounted to 0.49 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ which is only 0.05 mg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ higher than the actual measurement. Although the parameterised emission for isoprene gave an almost identical fit with measurements above the canopy (Misztal et al., 2010), the same parameterisation for estragole was unable to fully resolve the late peak of emissions, which is underestimated and which in turn results in an overestimation of the morning peak of emissions due to the G06-algorithm parameters being constrained by the whole measurement dataset. Nevertheless, bearing in mind that flowers are governed by different, often complex, mechanisms from leaves with stomata (e.g., different production, mechanical release), the overall agreement is rather impressive. This could be further improved if the model was adjusted to contain other factors such as thermogenesis.

It is possible that inflorescences of *E. guineensis* are thermogenic as has been reported for other oil palm species (Knudsen et al., 2001). Thermogenesis presumably helps to volatilise floral scents (in this case estragole) and serves as a cue for pollinators (Ervik et al., 1999). However, although not explicitly tested during this study, thermogenic volatilisation after the decrease in ambient temperature could explain the delayed peak of estragole concentrations with temperature (Terry et al., 2004).

### 4 Conclusions

Using data from this study it is estimated that approximately 500 Gg of estragole are emitted from oil palm plantations annually. Although three orders of magnitude less than global isoprene emissions from vegetation, these estragole emissions are probably the highest single floral contribution of reactive carbon to global atmospheric chemistry. Estragole is probably present also in the aerosol phase as well as the gas phase and is also subject to deposition as well as emission. Since estragole emissions are likely to make a regionally-important contribution to BSOA, whether by directly partitioning into the aerosol phase or after reacting to more condensable oxidation products, it is possible that estragole emissions may have an important influence on regional climate. Although the processes driving floral emissions are less well understood than for foliar emissions, we have shown that the former can also be described by a modification of the G06 algorithm.

A number of uncertainties accompany the above conclusions, including: a comparatively short measurement period; not always the same period of measurement for the different techniques; seasonal variations in emissions; calibration precision; flux errors; and influence of high humidity on measurement sensitivity. Despite these caveats, it is estimated that the overall measurement error should be within a factor of 2 for the PTR-MS concentrations and fluxes, smaller for the in situ GC-MS results, but much larger for data from the enclosures. Clearly, more research is required to understand the mechanisms of estragole formation, its biotic and abiotic controls, and to quantify its emission rates from other tropical species.
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